
Personnel Specialist 
Home: xxx-xxx-xxxx                          XXXXXXXXXX │ XXX, AE XXXX-XXXX                       Cell: XXX-XXX-XXXX 
SSN: xxx-xx-xxxx                               personnel@yahoo.com                                  Federal Status: X-X 
Citizenship: United States            Highest Federal Civilian Grade Held: xx-xx                Veteran Preference: xx pts.  

 
Job Title: XXXX 

Department: Department of XXXX 
Agency: XXXX  

Job Announcement Number: XXXX  
 

Personnel Specialist / Logistics / Administration Support 
Demonstrated extensive experience, a highly motivated work ethic and results-driven professionalism, recognized 
for commitment to excellence, with demonstrated expertise in logistics, transportation, training, and administration 
success.  

Experienced, knowledgeable and meticulous administration professional that demonstrates a highly 
motivated work ethic, and results-driven professionalism.  
 
Recognized for a continuous problem resolution delivery, commitment to excellence, approaching complex 
situations and resolving problems that ensure maximum efficiency and productivity. 
 
Served as a knowledgeable Personnel Specialist in the United States Navy and led  training programs  for 
hundreds  of  Sailors,  demonstrate  an  adaptable,  flexible,  and  quick  to  learn  professionalism  with  excellent 
communication skills. 
 

Experienced  in global  travel  to bases  in Europe;  facilitated welcome aboard  initiatives  for  thousands of new 
service  members  that  arrived  in  Djibouti,  Italy.  Scheduled  training,  answered  questions  and  processed 
paperwork, while handling personnel logistics, with an eye on efficiency. 

   
Seeking a position where extensive global logistics and transportation knowledge, 
regulation/administration of safety standards, risk assessment, and expertise in communications, transportation, 
and staff training are held at a premium.  
 
Utilize clear and concise communications and the ability to quickly manage emergency situations while 
bringing calm from chaos.  
 
Demonstrate capability to implement the necessary logistics/transportation principles that produce on time and 
budget success. Dedicated to maintaining a reputation built on quality, service, and uncompromising ethics. 
Currently hold Secret Security Clearance. 
 
 
CORE COMPETENCIES 
 

 Effective Team Leader  
 Conflict Resolution Expertise   
 Incident Management 
 Command Fitness Leader 
 Staff Training and Development  
 Customer Relations Expertise 

 Technology Savvy / CPR - First Aid Certified 
 Excellent Time Management Deliverables  
 Physically Fit / Physical Fitness Trainer  
 Strong Oral and Written Communications 
 Understand Logistics and Transportation 
 Prioritize / Resourceful / Organized 

 
 

HIGHLIGHTS OF RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

 Expanded multi-lateral relations with United States of America and Djibouti, Italy while deployed utilizing the 
game of basketball to strengthen security, communications, and develop global partnerships. 



 Provided detailed research of personnel pay issues through investigation and analysis that identified and 
quickly resolved reported issues. 

 Successful 6-year military career of providing personnel training and administrative oversight on a global 
scale. 

 Quick to identify staff requirements, utilizing persuasive and effective communications to gain trust, while 
utilizing a direct approach in resolving complex issues and situations. 

 
 
RELATED EXPERIENCE   
 
United States Navy                           Jun 2009 to Mon 2014 
Personnel Specialist - Honorable Discharge 
FPO/AE US Naval Station Signorelli, Sicily (2009 - 2010)                                       Hours/week: 40 
US Naval Station Rota, Rota, Spain (2010 ‐ 2013) 
US Naval Station XXXX, Jubiti, Africa (2013) 
US Naval Station Rota, Rota, Spain (2014) 
Supervisor: John Doe                            Starting Salary: $ X,XXX.XX / month 
Supervisor may be contacted                                         Ending Salary: $ xxxxxxx / month     
Telephone: xxx-xxx-xxxx 

 Tracked and monitored personnel pay, accessed and processed accurately; ensured pay followed personnel 
when deployed, and developed daily muster reports for attendance and time tracking. 

 Coordinated supply and logistics for all materials ordered for the office.  

 Processed other pay stations, received information from PSD's for processing deliverables; graded on quality 
of work and professional knowledge.  

 Served as the CO's driver, handled all incoming/outgoing mail, and provided detailed "pictures" as the 
command photographer when personnel went out on training exercises.  

 "Go to" Sailor in resolution of issues during deployment for the EOD mobile unit, an explosive ordinance 
mobile unit that handled underwater mines, jumping from planes, etc.  

 Assisted in gathering all downrange explosives in Afghanistan and Iraq, handling all logistics and 
transportation requirements.  

 Deployed to Jubiti, Africa and assisted personnel in handling all pay issues, attendance reports, developed 
daily reports of logistics, pay, transportation requirements, etc. 

 Managed mail logistics and prepared registered/certified mail for dispatch. 

 Completed overall review and any edits needed on correspondence prior to release and submission for 
signatures; logged and filed classified documents. 

 Coordinated training schedules, filed detailed/crucial administrative paperwork and coordinated all department 
functions for 15 personnel.  

 Developed effective record retention system through creation of a detailed database for daily correspondence 
tracking.  

 Served as Command Fitness Leader for everyone in PT and/or training, led training initiatives and kept in 
superb physical condition.   

 

 

 
United States Navy                           May 2010 to Dec 2010 
Recreation Aid NF-0189-01 
MWR Fitness Center US Naval Station Signorelli, Sicily (2009 - 2010)           Hours/week: 40 
Supervisor: John Doe                                                 Starting Salary: $ X,XXX.XX / month  
Supervisor may be contacted                                     Ending Salary: $ X,XXX.XX / month      
Telephone: xxx.xxx.xxxx 



 Provided fitness training, boosted morale, and readiness as the fitness trainer at the base gym. 

 Prepared training area for each class and managed equipment and storage at end of each class.  

 Successfully passed all check rides, ensured all flight safety checks were completed and that all safety 
regulations were monitored and maintained. 

 Scheduled classes for upcoming fitness and sports programs, keeping all information accurate and up to 
date. 

 Managed gym inventory and issued towels and equipment all clients; kept detailed records of all loaned 
equipment, and instructed on proper use of equipment to eliminate or reduce injuries.  

 Oversaw maintenance of equipment and the facility; collected payment from members for 
locker/equipment rental feeds. 

 Encouraged members to continue with rigorous fitness schedules and assisted with special events.     
 
 
 
Education / Training / Honors 
 
Bachelor of Business Administration - In progress – University of Maryland University College 
PS - "A" School, Meridian, Mississippi 
 
 


